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Full Cry
Assisting the farmer throughout a late-winter lambing season, Rose, a tough and
dedicated sheep dog, finds her job complicated by a terrible blizzard, an injured
farmer, dwindling supplies, and circling coyotes.

The Two Mrs. Carlyles
Bestselling authors Rita Mae Brown and her feline partner, Sneaky Pie Brown, are
back for the holidays in a mystery featuring Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen, the
sleuthing cats Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, and corgi Tee Tucker. Can they save the
season from a killjoy who’s decided to gift the festive little town . . . with murder?
As Harry well knows, there’s hardly a place on earth cozier than Crozet, Virginia, at
Christmastime. The snowflakes drifting lazily down, the soft glow of the winter
light, the sound of old carols in the streets…even cats Mrs. Murphy and Pewter get
into the spirit batting ornaments and climbing the holiday tree. In fact, it’s this
year’s tree that Harry and her husband, Fair, have gone to fetch when they find the
one they’ve chosen grimly decorated with a dead body. The tree farm is run by The
Brothers of Love, a semimonastic organization that tends to AIDS patients. The
brothers live in a monastery atop the scenic Blue Ridge Mountains. Harry is
surprised to find an old high-school friend associated with The Brothers of Love.
Christopher Hewitt wasn’t a bad man, but good works weren’t exactly one of his
priorities. But then, if even Scrooge could turn over a new leaf, certainly Chris
could. And after the scandal that all but destroyed his life, there were probably few
in Crozet who needed the gift of a second chance more. Harry knows she shouldn’t
take it personally, but it was her tree that someone left the corpse under. Now, as
the season grows merrier, a murderer is growing bolder. One by one, prominent
men of Crozet are being crossed off Christmas shopping lists and added to the
morgue. And if Harry and her four-legged helpers aren’t very good—and very
careful—this Christmas may be her last.

Santa Clawed
“The rare work of fiction that has changed real life . . . If you don’t yet know Molly
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Bolt—or Rita Mae Brown, who created her—I urge you to read and thank them
both.”—Gloria Steinem Winner of the Lambda Literary Pioneer Award | Winner of
the Lee Lynch Classic Book Award A landmark coming-of-age novel that launched
the career of one of this country’s most distinctive voices, Rubyfruit Jungle remains
a transformative work more than forty years after its original publication. In bawdy,
moving prose, Rita Mae Brown tells the story of Molly Bolt, the adoptive daughter
of a dirt-poor Southern couple who boldly forges her own path in America. With her
startling beauty and crackling wit, Molly finds that women are drawn to her
wherever she goes—and she refuses to apologize for loving them back. This
literary milestone continues to resonate with its message about being true to
yourself and, against the odds, living happily ever after. Praise for Rubyfruit Jungle
“Groundbreaking.”—The New York Times “Powerful . . . a truly incredible book . . . I
found myself laughing hysterically, then sobbing uncontrollably just moments
later.”—The Boston Globe “You can’t fully know—or enjoy—how much the world
has changed without reading this truly wonderful book.”—Andrew Tobias, author of
The Best Little Boy in the World “A crass and hilarious slice of growing up
‘different,’ as fun to read today as it was in 1973.”—The Rumpus “Molly Bolt is a
genuine descendant—genuine female descendant—of Huckleberry Finn. And Rita
Mae Brown is, like Mark Twain, a serious writer who gets her messages across
through laughter.”—Donna E. Shalala “A trailblazing literary coup at publication . . .
It was the right book at the right time.”—Lee Lynch, author of Beggar of Love From
the Trade Paperback edition.

The Big Cat Nap
When cats start getting sick, feline-loving freelance writer Theda Krakow suspects
an accident is to blame. But her shelter-owning rocker buddy Violet claims the
contaminated kibble was poisoned. When Theda starts looking at shelter politics,
she finds a litter of suspects. The city shelter may be backing down from a healthy
pet initiative, and a series of threatening letters suggests a darker motive. Oldfashioned jealousy may factor in as well. The pressure mounts as Theda's editor
grabs onto the idea of a hot story - and dangles a prime job as bait. But how can
Theda investigate when feelings, and felines, run so high? As the music scene
rallies to raise funds to save the cats, Theda finds herself on the outs with both her
friends and her long-time boyfriend Bill. And when she's caught at a murder scene,
bloody scalpel in hand and only her beloved cat Musetta as a witness to what
really happened, Theda must scramble to find the real killer before she and
Musetta become the next victims.

Starting from Scratch
The uncannily perceptive feline, Mrs. Murphy, detects a pattern to the murders
claiming the inhabitants of tiny Crozet, Virginia, which seem to be linked to a hoax
in the obituary department of the local newspaper

Murder at Monticello
In the third novel of her captivating foxhunting series, Rita Mae Brown welcomes
readers back for a final tour of a world where most business is conducted on
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horseback–and stables are de rigueur for even the smallest of estates. Here, in the
wealth-studded hills of Jefferson County, Virginia, even evil rides a mount. The allimportant New Year’s Hunt commences amid swirling light snow. It is the last
formal hunt of the season; therefore, participation is required no matter how
hungover riders are from toasting the midnight before. On this momentous
occasion, “Sister” Jane Arnold, master of the foxhounds, announces her new joint
master and the new president of the Jefferson Hunt. And her choices will prove to
be no less than shocking. The day’s festivities are quickly marred, though, by what
appears on the surface to be an unrelated tragedy. Sam Lorillard, former shining
star and Harvard Law School alum, lies dead of a stab wound on a baggage cart at
the old train station, surrounded by the outcasts and vagabonds who composed his
social circle at the end of life. No one can remember when Sam started drinking,
but the downward spiral was swift–and seemingly deadly. Murder is followed by
scandal when Sister Jane discovers dishonest hunting practices going on in a
neighboring club. Unsure whether to turn a blind eye or report the infringement to
the proper authority, Sister and her huntsman, Shaker Crown, decide to investigate
a little further, with the help of their trusty hounds. But when they come a little too
close to the staggering truth–and uncover an unforeseen connection to Lorillard’s
murder–they realize they might not survive to see the next New Year’s Hunt.
Intricate, witty, and full of the varied voices of creatures both great and small, Full
Cry is an astute reminder that even those with the bluest of blood still bleed red.

Tail Gait
A suspenseful and page-turning descent into obsession, love, and murder in the
wake of San Francisco's most deadly earthquake--and Suzanne Rindell's most
haunting novel since her acclaimed debut, The Other Typist Which wife holds the
darker secret? San Francisco, 1906. Violet is one of three people grateful for the
destruction of the big earthquake. It leaves her and her two best friends
unexpectedly wealthy--if the secret that binds them together stays buried beneath
the rubble. Fearing discovery, the women strike out on their own, and orphaned,
wallflower Violet reinvents herself. When a whirlwind romance with the city's most
eligible widower, Harry Carlyle, lands her in a luxurious mansion as the second Mrs.
Carlyle, it seems like her dreams of happiness and love have come true. But all is
not right in the Carlyle home, and Violet soon finds herself trapped by the lingering
specter of the first Mrs. Carlyle, and by the inescapable secrets of her own violent
history.

Six of One
"Spring has sprung in Crozet, Virginia--a time for old friends to gather and bid
farewell to the doldrums of winter. But a fresh chill arrives with the shocking
murder of beloved University of Virginia history professor Greg "Ginger"
McConnell--gunned down in broad daylight. With no discernible motive and no
apparent suspects, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen begins nosing into the case with
the help of her furry fellow sleuths"--Back cover.

Claws and Effect
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Seven weeks after facing down a group of terrorists aboard a flight to the Middle
East, Amanda Pym has disappeared in Syria, and her aunt Mrs. Pollifax heads to
Damascus to find the missing girl. Reprint.

Sneaky Pie for President
It's with a heavy heart that Jane Austen takes up a new residence at Chawton
Cottage in Hampshire. Secretly mourning the lost love of her life, she's stunned to
learn that the late Lord Harold Trowbridge has made her heir to an extraordinary
bequest: a Bengal chest filled with his diaries, letters, and most intimate
correspondence. From these, Jane is expected to write a memoir of the Gentleman
Rogue for posterity. But before she can put pen to paper on this labor of love, she
discovers a corpse in the cellar of her new home. The dead man was a common
laborer, and a subsequent coroner's examination shows he was murdered
elsewhere and transported to Chawton Cottage. Suddenly Jane and her family are
thrust into the center of a brewing scandal in this provincial village that doesn't
take kindly to outsiders in general—and to Austens in particular. And just as Jane
glimpses a connection between the murder and the shattering truth concealed
somewhere in Lord Harold's papers, violent death strikes yet another unsuspecting
vicitim. Suddenly there are suspects and motives everywhere Jane looks—local
burglaries, thwarted passions, would-be knights, and members of the royal family
itself who want Lord Harold hushed . . . even in death. As the tale of one man's
illustrious life unfolds—a life that runs a parallel course to the history of two
continents—Jane races against time to catch a cunning killer before more innocent
lives are taken. But her determination to protect Lord Harold's legacy could exact
the costliest price of all: her own life. Jane and His Lordship's Legacy is historical
suspense writing at its very finest, graced with insight, perception, and uncommon
intelligence of its singular heroine in a mystery that will test the mettle of her mind
and heart. From the Hardcover edition.

Furmidable Foes
It’s no secret that cats are a mystery writer’s best friend. Just ask the bestselling
team of Rita Mae Brown and her furry partner, Sneaky Pie Brown, back on the
prowl with another unforgettable whodunit. This time a controversial miracle in
Virginia’s Blue Ridge Mountains sparks religious fervor–and a suspicious death.
Now the indefatigable felines Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, along with the dogged corgi
Tee Tucker, must trust their animal instincts to sniff out the worst of human nature.
With the holidays approaching, Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen and her best friend,
Susan Tucker, take a much-needed time-out at the mountain monastery of Mount
Carmel. There, under the benevolent gaze of the statue of the Virgin Mary, their
worldly worries are soon overshadowed. For in front of their very eyes the statue
begins to cry tears of blood. Legend has it that Mary’s crimson tears are harbingers
of crises. And though skeptical, the ever-practical Harry can already see one on the
horizon. If leaked, news of the so-called miracle could turn the monastery and the
town of Crozet into a circus. What Harry doesn’t foresee is murder.… When Susan’s
great-uncle Thomas, a resident monk, is found frozen to death at the base of the
statue, foul play is ruled out–at first. But at Harry’s urging, the body is exhumed for
an autopsy. There’s just one problem: the coffin is empty. That’s when Mrs.
Murphy, Pewter, and Tucker get involved. Then there’s the shocking revelation of a
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mystery that has perplexed the citizens of Crozet for ages. With Christmas around
the corner and the monastery overrun by the faithful, all Harry’s meddling
menagerie can do is stay on her trail as she jumps knee-deep into an unofficial
investigation–one that becomes more dangerous when another Crozet citizen
meets an untimely demise. In this case it will be a miracle if Harry stays alive.
From the Hardcover edition.

Let Sleeping Dogs Lie
"Someone's passed their expiration date in this thrilling new mystery in the
bestselling Mrs. Murphy series from Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author
Sneaky Pie Brown. Mary Minor "Harry" Harristeen and her pet sleuths uncover a
rotten scam to dupe consumers when they discover that substandard produce is
being passed off for organic, upmarket groceries. As always, Harry's crime-solving
cats Mrs. Murphy and Pewter and Tee Tucker the Corgi share her determination to
sniff out the foes among friends, the spoiled among the fresh"--

Scarlet Fever
From New York Times bestselling author Rita Mae Brown comes the latest novel in
her enthralling series of foxhunting mysteries. Richly imagined and utterly
engaging, Hounded to Death reveals the cutthroat world of competitive hound
shows as both humans and animals alike try to solve a series of bizarre deaths.
“Sister” Jane Arnold, esteemed master of the Jefferson Hunt Club, has traveled to
Kentucky for one of the biggest events of the season: the Mid-South Hound Show,
where foxhounds, bassets, and beagles gather to strut their champion bloodline
stuff. But the fun is squelched when, immediately after the competition, one of the
contestants, Mo Schneider, turns up dead–facedown, stripped to the waist, and
peppered with birdshot. Universally detested by his peers, Mo had no shortage of
enemies, making the list of suspects as long as the line for homemade pecan pie at
a church bake sale. Two weeks later, back in Virginia, Sister is rocked when her
friend the popular veterinarian Hope Rogers dies from what appears to be a selfinflicted gunshot wound. Sister refuses to believe that Hope killed herself and vows
to sniff out the truth. But before she can make real headway, a wealthy pet food
manufacturer vanishes during the granddaddy of all canine exhibitions, the Virginia
Hound Show. Ever reliant on her “horse sense,” Sister can’t help but connect the
three incidents. And what she uncovers will make her blood run colder than the
bodies that keep turning up in unexpected places. Thrilling adventures with horses
and hounds, breathtaking vistas, furry friends, familiar faces–including Shaker
Crown and the girls from Custis Hall–Rita Mae Brown weaves all these elements
into a dazzling novel of suspense.

Rest in Pieces
She’s not Miss Marple. Her friends are no Charlie’s Angels. Nevertheless, 75-yearold Gladdy Gold and her gang of eccentric Fort Lauderdale retirees are out, about,
and hunting down a killer–one who is silently stalking them. Selma Beller was the
first to go–but Gladdy and her neighbors never suspected murder until another of
their friends died in an eerily similar way. Now a handsome young detective won’t
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listen to them, Hy Binder won’t stop telling them dirty jokes, and crazy old Greta
Kronk is doing everything humanly possible to make herself into a suspect. But
amid the endless rounds of poolside kibitzing, early-bird specials, bittersweet
memories, and interminable grocery-shopping trips, Gladdy and her gals are about
to discover how the murders are being committed. And when it comes to catching
this culprit–time really is running out…. From the Paperback edition.

Pay Dirt
During a long delayed (second) honeymoon to the Saddlebred show in Shelbyville,
Kentucky, Harry and Fair Hairsteen--accompanied by feline sleuth Mrs. Murphy,
Tucker the Corgi, and Pewter, a kitten--stumble into the midst of a crime wave
when their hosts are robbed on the day they arrive, a valuable mare is stolen in
broad daylight, and a groom is found murdered. Reprint.

Rubyfruit Jungle
A collection of the best-selling author's first three Mrs. Murphy mysteries is set in
the hamlet of Crozet, Virginia, and introduces postmistress Harry Haristeen and a
host of friends, neighbors, and notorious suspects.

A Hiss Before Dying
Continuing in the exuberant tradition of Six of One, Bingo, and Loose Lips, New
York Times bestselling author Rita Mae Brown returns to her much-loved fictional
hamlet of Runnymede, whose memorable citizens are welcoming both the end of
the Great War and the beginning of a new era. The night a riot breaks out at the
Capitol Theater movie house—during a Mary Pickford picture, no less—you can bet
that the Hunsenmeir sisters, Louise and Julia, are nearby. Known locally as
Wheezie and Juts, the inimitable, irrepressible, distinctly freethinking sisters and
their delightful circle of friends are coming of age in a shifting world—and are
determined to understand their place in it. Across town, the well-to-do Chalfonte
siblings are preparing for the upcoming wedding of brother Curtis. But for youngest
sister Celeste, the celebration brings about a change she never expected and a
lesson about love she’ll not soon forget. Set against the backdrop of America
emerging from World War I, Cakewalk is an outrageous and affecting novel about a
small town where ideas of sin and virtue, love and sex, men and women, politics
and religion, can be as divided as the Mason-Dixon Line that runs right through
it—and where there’s no problem that can’t be cured by a good yarn and an even
better scotch. With her signature Southern voice, Rita Mae Brown deftly weaves
generations of family stories into a spirited patchwork quilt of not-so-simple but
joyously rich life. Praise for Cakewalk “[Cakewalk] is brimming over with [Rita Mae
Brown’s] distinctive Southern voice that infuses every page with merriment, which
allows her vibrant characters to take over the story and touch readers’ hearts. Her
depictions of the inhabitants and the era are pitch-perfect as are the many
subplots. Readers will feel as if they are living in Runnymede; running around with
the teenagers, eavesdropping on the matrons planning the annual cakewalk and
hiding in the closet of the wealthy families. An utterly delightful story.”—RT Book
Reviews “Brown has said that the Runnymede novels, starting with Six of One, are
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the ones she was born to write. . . . This is more loving domestic comedy of smalltown life when times were simpler. Recommended for fans of Brown and
beyond.”—Library Journal “A delightful romp through small-town America, with all
of its gossips and laughs, passions and rivalries, and through it all the importance
of the thread of family.”—Historical Novels Review “A feel-good novel told by an
expert storyteller who delights in creating colorful and quirky characters.”—Shelf
Awareness “Two independent and free-thinking sisters, Louise and Julia
Hunsenmeir (called Wheezie and Juts), push against the old-fashioned ways of
drinking, dancing, and courting. . . . Characters were inspired by Brown’s own
mother and sister, adding realism and depth to this uplifting story. Fans of Amy Hill
Heath and Mary Kay Andrews will eat up this multigenerational ‘slice-of-life’
novel.”—Booklist “There seems to be no end to [Rita Mae Brown’s] imagination,
inventiveness, or storytelling artistry. . . . What is [Cakewalk] about? Life, love,
baseball, war, peace, good whiskey, fashion, sex, religion, friendship–all in a
rollicking and lively story that just keeps rolling along at a brisk pace. Ms. Brown
paints such vivid scenes. . . . [Cakewalk is] entertaining, outrageous, thoughtprovoking, nostalgic, and great fun.”—My Merri Way

The Darkest Evening of the Year
Mrs. Murphy digs into Virginia history—and gets her paws on a killer. The most
popular citizen of Virginia has been dead for nearly 170 years. That hasn't stopped
the good people of tiny Crozet, Virginia, from taking pride in every aspect of
Thomas Jefferson's life. But when an archaeological dig of the slave quarters at
Jefferson's home, Monticello, uncovers a shocking secret, emotions in Crozet run
high—dangerously high. The stunning discovery at Monticello hints a hidden
passions and age-old scandals. As postmistress Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen and
some of Crozet's Very Best People try to learn the identity of a centuries-old
skeleton—and the reason behind the murder—Harry's tiger cat, Mrs. Murphy, and
her canine and feline friends attempt to sniff out a modern-day killer. Mrs. Murphy
and corgi Tee Tucker will stick their paws into the darker mysteries of human
nature to solve murders old and new—before curiosity can kill the cat—and Harry
Haristeen. From the Paperback edition.

Sudden Death
When a series of inexplicable car accidents are attributed to driver error, Harry
Harristeen knows that something is amiss and together with her intrepid team of
feline, canine, and equine helpers, she begins to investigate.

Rose in a Storm
A mysterious death in a Virginia farm town has the locals scratching their
heads—while frisky feline Mrs. Murphy and her friends, fat-cat Pewter and corgi
Tee Tucker, uncover clues as they curl their way around a cold-blooded killer. This
balmy summer in Crozet, Virginia, postmistress Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen has a
lot to think about. Things have been pretty cozy between her and her ex-husband,
Fair and her beloved old post office is in danger of being replaced with a modern
building—and modern rules. Harry’s thoughtful contemplation is shattered the day
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she stumbles over a dead body near Potlicker Creek. Barry Monteith, the
handsome local horse breeder, has been savagely murdered. A true ladies’ man,
Barry was known to have left a string of broken hearts behind him. But could a
spurned lover be responsible for his untimely demise? The plot only thickens when
an autopsy reveals that Barry was infected with rabies weeks before he was killed.
As usual, Harry can’t resist doing a little digging—with Mrs. Murphy close by to
warn of approaching danger. Harry makes a remarkable discovery in the
creek—the class ring of Mary Pat Reines, a local woman who disappeared thirty
years earlier along with her prized Thoroughbred stallion. Like Barry, Mary Pat was
a successful horse breeder—and now all of Crozet is wondering if the two cases are
linked. As the police struggle with the evidence, the pressure gets hotter than a
June afternoon—especially when another person is found dead of less-than-natural
causes. As usual, Mrs. Murphy and her crew are the first to sniff out the truth. But if
they don’t find a way to help Harry piece together the puzzle, she could become
the killer’s next target—and even Mrs. Murphy’s slinkiest moves won’t be able to
save her. From the Hardcover edition.

The Tail of the Tip-Off
After a hospital employee ends up dead, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen--along with
her sleuthing animal companions Mrs. Murphy, Pewter and Tucker--must find the
murderer, all while Harry deals with a health crisis herself. Reprint.

Outfoxed
CLAWS AND EFFECT Winter puts tiny Crozet, Virginia, in a deep freeze and
everyone seems to be suffering from the winter blahs, including postmistress Mary
Minor “Harry” Haristeen. So all are ripe for the juicy gossip coming out of Crozet
Hospital–until the main source of that gossip turns up dead. It’s not like Harry to
resist a mystery, and she soon finds the hospital a hotbed of ego, jealousy, and
illicit love. But it’s tiger cat Mrs. Murphy, roaming the netherworld of Crozet
Hospital, who sniffs out a secret that dates back to the Underground Railroad. Then
Harry is attacked and a doctor is executed in cold blood. Soon only a quick-witted
cat and her animal pals feline Pewter and corgi Tee Tucker stand between Harry
and a coldly calculating killer with a prescription for murder.

Sour Puss
Crozet, Virginia, postmistress and town gossip Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen gets
help from her nosy tiger cat, Mrs. Murphy, in solving the strange case of a
murdered Hell's Angel and a rampant computer virus

Murder on the Prowl
It takes a cat to write the purr-fect mystery. Things have been pretty exciting lately
in Crozet, Virginia—a little too exciting if you ask resident feline investigator Mrs.
Murphy. Just as the town starts to buzz over its Civil War reenactment, a popular
local man disappears. No one's seen Tommy Van Allen's single-engine plane,
either—except for Mrs. Murphy, who spotted it during a foggy evening's mousing.
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Even Mrs. Murphy's favorite human, postmistress Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen,
can sense that something is amiss. But things really take an ugly turn when the
town reenacts the battle of Oak Ridge—and a participant ends up with three very
real bullets in his back. While the clever tiger cat and her friends sift through clues
that just don't fit together, more than a few locals fear that the scandal will force
well-hidden town secrets into the harsh light of day. And when Mrs. Murphy's
relentless tracking places loved ones in danger, it takes more than a canny kitty
and her team of animal sleuths to set things right again. From the Paperback
edition.

Cat on the Scent
Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author Sneaky Pie Brown are back chasing
mystery with their unique circle of Southern sleuths. And though the changing
colors of fall are a beauty to behold, this year the scattered leaves hide a grim
surprise. “As feline collaborators go, you couldn’t ask for better than Sneaky Pie
Brown.”—The New York Times Book Review Autumn is in the air in the Blue Ridge
Mountain community of Crozet, Virginia—and all the traditions of the changing
seasons are under way. Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen cleans her cupboards, her
husband, Fair, prepares the horses for the shorter days ahead, and the clamorous
barking of beagles signals the annual rabbit chase through the central Virginia
hills. But the last thing the local beaglers and their hounds expect to flush out is a
dead body. Disturbingly, it’s the second corpse to turn up, after that of a missing
truck driver too disfigured to identify. The deaths seem unrelated—until Harry
picks up a trail of clues dating back to the state’s post-Revolutionary past. The
echoes of the Shot Heard Round the World pale in comparison to the dangerous
shootout Harry narrowly escapes unscathed. Next time, it may be the killer who
gets lucky. But not if Harry’s furry friends Mrs. Murphy, Pewter, and Tucker can
help it. Lending their sharp-nosed talents to the hunt, they’ll help their mistress
keep more lives from being lost—and right an injustice buried since the early days
of America’s independence. Praise for A Hiss Before Dying “Clearly the cat’s
meow.”—Library Journal “Thoroughly delightful!”—Red Carpet Crash “An air of
mystery, a touch of history and that undeniable voice . . . Sneaky Pie Brown is back
on the prowl.”—Daily Progress “The staccato conversation style of the
contemporary chapters contrasts nicely with the more fluid prose of those set in
the eighteenth century. Brown’s signature asides—on such subjects as local and
national politics, traditional art, race, God, and just about anything else that strikes
her fancy—give readers plenty to think about.”—Publishers Weekly

Whisker of Evil
"A century-old crime reawakens bad will--and stirs up a scandal that chills Sister
Jane to the bone"--

Wish You Were Here
When a faculty member from the local prep school turns up dead, "Sister" Jane
Arnold, the local Master of the Hunt, undertakes finding the killer and discovers
that the case is complicated by a controversy over local historical artifacts in the
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school collection that were made by slaves, in the latest addition to the popular fox
hunt mysteries. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.

Cat's Eyewitness
"You'll never get old." Each member of the class of 1980 has received the letter.
Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen, who is on the organizing committee for Crozet
High's twentieth reunion, decides to take it as a compliment. Others think it's a
joke. But Mrs. Murphy senses trouble. And the sly tiger cat is soon proven right
when the class womanizer turns up dead with a bullet between his eyes. Then
another note followed by another murder makes it clear that someone has waited
twenty years to take revenge. While Harry tries to piece together the puzzle, it's up
to Mrs. Murphy and her animal pals to sniff out the truth. And there isn't much
time. Mrs. Murphy is the first to realize that Harry has been chosen Most Likely to
Die, and if she doesn't hurry, Crozet High's twentieth reunion could be Harry's last.
From the Paperback edition.

Pawing Through the Past
The Tail of the Tip-Off When winter hits Crozet, Virginia, it hits hard--and hangs on
for months. That’s nothing new to postmistress Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen and
her friends, who keep warm with hard work, hot toddies, and rabid rooting for the
University of Virginia’s women’s basketball team at the old stadium affectionately
dubbed “The Clam.” But the usual postgame high spirits are laid low when
contractor H. H. Donaldson drops dead in the parking lot. And pretty soon word has
spread that it wasn’t a heart attack that did him in. It just doesn’t sit right with
Harry that one of her fellow fans--perhaps even an acquaintance or neighbor sitting
close by in the stands--is a murderer. And as tiger cat Mrs. Murphy is all too aware,
things that don’t sit right with Harry make her restless, curious, and prone to
poking her not-very-sensitive human nose into dangerous places. So the animals
start paying closer attention to what the people around them are doing--and
they’re the first ones to realize when the next murder occurs. It seems obvious to
Harry that the deaths are connected--and she intends to find out exactly how.
There’s no shortage of suspects, considering that H.H. was a ladies’ man who’d left
a trail of broken hearts all over town--the most recent belonging to his wife-- and
that the second murder victim was not very popular in Crozet.As the police launch
their investigation, Harry picks up clues through savvy questioning of everyone she
knows. But it’s the critters who are most attuned to trouble--they scent something
wicked wafting Harry’s way on the tail of the next snowstorm. And as Harry draws
closer to the truth about a brutal killer, Mrs. Murphy and her friends realize it’s up
to them to make sure their intrepid mom lands on her feet. From the Hardcover
edition.

Whiskers in the Dark
From the bestselling author of the landmark work Rubyfruit Jungle comes an
engaging, original new novel that only Rita Mae Brown could have written. In the
pristine world of Virginia foxhunting, hunters, horses, hounds, and foxes form a
lively community of conflicting loyalties, where the thrill of the chase and the
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intricacies of human-animal relationships are experienced firsthand--and murder
exposes a proud Southern community's unsavory secrets. . . . As Master of the
prestigious Jefferson Hunt Club, Jane Arnold, known as Sister, is the most revered
citizen in the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountain town where a rigid code of social
conduct and deep-seated tradition carry more weight than money. Nearing
seventy, Sister now must select a joint master to ensure a smooth transition of
leadership after her death. It is an honor of the highest order--and one that any
serious social climber would covet like the Holy Grail. Virginian to the bone with a
solid foxhunting history, Fontaine Buruss is an obvious candidate, but his penchant
for philandering and squandering money has earned him a less than sparkling
reputation. And not even Sister knows about his latest tawdry scandal. Then there
is Crawford Howard, a Yankee in a small town where Rebel bloodlines are sacred.
Still, Crawford has money--lots of it--and as Sister is well aware, maintaining a firstclass hunt club is far from cheap. With the competition flaring up, Southern
gentility flies out the window. Fontaine and Crawford will stop at nothing to
discredit each other. Soon the entire town is pulled into a rivalry that is spiraling
dangerously out of control. Even the animals have strong opinions, and only Sister
is able to maintain objectivity. But when opening hunt day ends in murder, she,
too, is stunned. Who was bold and skilled enough to commit murder on the field? It
could only be someone who knew both the territory and the complex nature of the
hunt inside out. Sister knows of three people who qualify--and only she, with the
help of a few clever foxes and hounds, can lay the trap to catch the killer. A
colorful foray into an intriguing world, Outfoxed features a captivating cast of
Southerners and their unforgettable animal counterparts. Rita Mae Brown has
written a masterful novel that surprises, delights, and enchants. From the
Hardcover edition.

Puss 'n Cahoots
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City. With each of
his #1 New York Times bestsellers, Dean Koontz has displayed an unparalleled
ability to entertain and enlighten readers with novels that capture the essence of
our times even as they bring us to the edge of our seats. Now he delivers a heartgripping tour de force he’s been waiting years to write, at once a love story, a
thrilling adventure, and a masterwork of suspense that redefines the boundaries of
primal fear—and of enduring devotion. Amy Redwing has dedicated her life to the
southern California organization she founded to rescue abandoned and
endangered golden retrievers. Among dog lovers, she’s a legend for the risks she’ll
take to save an animal from abuse. Among her friends, Amy’s heedless devotion is
often cause for concern. To widower Brian McCarthy, whose commitment she can’t
allow herself to return, Amy’s behavior is far more puzzling and hides a shattering
secret. No one is surprised when Amy risks her life to save Nickie, nor when she
takes the female golden into her home. The bond between Amy and Nickie is
immediate and uncanny. Even her two other goldens, Fred and Ethel, recognize
Nickie as special, a natural alpha. But the instant joy Nickie brings is shadowed by
a series of eerie incidents. An ominous stranger. A mysterious home invasion. And
the unmistakable sense that someone is watching Amy’ s every move and that,
whoever it is, he’s not alone. Someone has come back to turn Amy into the
desperate, hunted creature she’s always been there to save. But now there’s no
one to save Amy and those she loves. From its breathtaking opening scene to its
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shocking climax, The Darkest Evening of the Year is Dean Koontz at his finest, a
transcendent thriller certain to have readers turning pages until dawn.

Cakewalk
Winter blizzards bring a flurry of cases to solve in this riveting new foxhunting
mystery featuring "Sister" Jane Arnold and her incorrigible hounds from New York
Times -bestselling author Brown. Steeped in the deep traditions of Virginia horse
country and featuring a colorful cast of characters both two and four-legged,
Scarlet Fever is another spirited mystery from Brown.

Pay Dirt, Or, Adventures at Ash Lawn
Ask not what your cat can do for you—ask what you can do for your cat. Tired of
politics as usual? Despair not: Rita Mae Brown’s intrepid feline co-author, Sneaky
Pie, is taking time off from her busy schedule writing bestselling mysteries to run
for President of the United States. It’s never too late to start! With help from her
friends—the irascible gray cat Pewter, the wise Corgi Tee Tucker, and Tally, the
exuberant Jack Russell—Sneaky crisscrosses her home state of Virginia hoping to
go where no cat since Socks Clinton has gone: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. After
all, who better to get the economy purring again than an honest tabby with
authentic political stripes? Sneaky has an animal-friendly agenda to unify all
Americans—regardless of whether they walk on two or four feet or even if they fly.
Human candidates have had their chance in Washington, and nowhere does it say
in the Constitution that the next president cannot be a cat. Vote Sneaky! Includes a
preview of Rita Mae Brown and Sneaky Pie Brown’s next Mrs. Murphy mystery, The
Litter of the Law .

Probable Claws
Outrageous, irrepressible and endlessly entertaining, the bestselling author of
Rubyfruit Jungle and Bingo spins a behind-the-scenes tale of women's professional
tennis that dramtically intertwines the heart-stopping excitement of competition
and the lingering heartache of intimate human bonds. Carmen Semanan loves
three things passionalty: tennis, money and professor Harriet Rawls. Just twentyfour, Carmen is at her peak as one of the world's top-seeded tennis champions,
determined to win the coveted Grand Slam. She is protected from everything but
the grueling demands of her sport by an avericious agent and her devoted gusty
Harriet. All the odds are in her favor. But there are weeds growing in her paradise
patch. Carmen's vey latin brother, Miguel, parlays her succes into a financial house
of cards with deals that include smuggling, forgery, and fraud. Susan Reilly,
Carmen's archrival and former lover, leaks word of Carms's relationship with
Harriet to the press--and tennis's best-kept secret is blown into a front-page
scandal. From the French Open to Wimbledon, jealousies, ambitions and passions
are set to explode. Now, with everything she cherishes on the line, Carmen must
test the true depths of her feelings-both on and off the court.

The Hunt Ball
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An omnibus of three of the best-selling author's Mrs. Murphy mysteries set in the
hamlet of Crozet, Virginia, includes Pay Dirt, Murder, She Meowed, and Murder on
the Prowl.

Jane and His Lordship's Legacy
Mrs. Murphy thinks the new man in town is the cat's meow. Maybe she should think
again. Small towns don't take kindly to strangers--unless the stranger happens to
be a drop-dead gorgeous and seemingly unattached male. When Blair Bainbridge
comes to Crozet, Virginia, the local matchmakers lose no time in declaring him
perfect for their newly divorced postmistress, Marry Minor "Harry Haristeen." Even
Harry's tiger cat, Ms. Murphy, and her Welsh Corgi, Tee Tucker, believe he smells Aokay. Could his one little imperfection be that he's a killer? Blair becomes the most
likely suspect when the pieces of a dismembered corpse begin tuming up around
Crozet. No one knows who the dead man is, but when a grisly clue makes a
spectacular appearance in the middle of the fall festivities, more than an early
winter snow begins chilling the blood of Crozet's very best people. That's when Ms.
Murphy, her friend Tucker, and her human companion Harry begin to sort
throughout the clues . . . only to find themselves a whisker away from becoming
the killer's next victims.

Getting Old Is Murder
Death stalks the Blue Ridge Mountains as a centuries-old mystery resurfaces and
murder mars the lead-up to an annual beagle competition, in a thrilling new tale
from Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author Sneaky Pie Brown. "As feline
collaborators go, you couldn't ask for better than Sneaky Pie Brown."--The New
York Times Book Review A massive nor'easter has hit northern Virginia, where
Mary Minor "Harry" Harristeen joins groundskeeping efforts at the National Beagle
Club at Aldie as the date for its springtime Hounds for Heroes veterans' benefit
approaches. Harry's fellow volunteers, including her oldest friend, Susan Tucker,
comprise a spirited group of hunting enthusiasts, some former service members
themselves. But things take a sinister turn when, after a routine tree cleanup along
the Club's hunting trails, retired foreign services officer Jason Holzknect is found
dead, throat slit from ear to ear. Soon enough, another murder in their midst jolts
the preparations, convincing Harry that the killer is familiar with the Club--and
must be close by, masked in plain sight. The intrigue extends to the grounds of
Harry's beloved local church, where the identity of an eighteenth-century skeleton
wearing precious pearls remains a mystery. The anonymous woman's neck had
been snapped, and marks on the grave where her body was secreted indicate that
someone recently tried to remove it, leading Harry to question how well she really
knows those around her. As always, Harry's crime-solving cats Mrs. Murphy and
Pewter, and Tee Tucker the Corgi share her determination to sniff out the foes
among friends, even those long buried. Harry will need her four-legged
companions' help more than ever: a ghostly beagle only they can see may hold the
key to the culprit.

Mrs. Pollifax Unveiled
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In small-town Crozet, Virginia, Harry Haristeen is kindling her romance with
veterinarian Fair when their bliss is threatened by the murder of Professor Vincent
Forland, a world-renowned grape and fungal expert visiting local vineyards, a
crime in which Harry's curious pets--Mrs. Murphy, Pewter, and Tucker--stumble
upon the first clue. Reprint.

Hounded to Death
From the best-selling author of Rubyfruit Jungle and Bingo, here is a writers'
manual as provocative, frank, and funny as her fiction. Unlike most writers' guides,
this one had as much to do with how writers live as with mastering the tools of
their trade. Rita Mae Brown begins with a very personal account of her own career,
from her days as a young poet who had written a novel no publisher wanted to
take a chance on, right up to her recent adventures as a Hollywood screenwriter. In
a sassy style that makes her outspoken advice as entertaining as it is useful, she
provides straight talk about paying the rent while maintaining the energy to write;
and dealing with agents, publishers, critics, and the publicity circus; about
pursuingj ournalisim, academia, or screen-writing; and about rejecting the
Hemingway myth of the hard-living, hard-drinking genius. In addition Brown, a
former teacher or writing, offers a serious examination of the writer's
tool--language, plotting, characters, symbolism--plus exercises to sharpen the ear
for dialogue, and a fascinating, annoted reading list of important works from the
seventh century to the late twentieth.

Hiss of Death
Perched right on the Mason-Dixon line, tiny Runnymede, Maryland, is ripe with a
history almost as colorful as the women who live there—from Celeste Chalfonte,
headstrong and aristocratic, who murders for principle and steals her brother’s
wife, to Fannie Jump Creighton, who runs a speakeasy right in her own home when
hard times come knocking. Then of course, there’re Louise and Julia, the boldly
eccentric Hunsenmeir sisters. Wheezie and Juts spend their whole lives in
Runnymede, cheerfully quibbling about everything from men to child-rearing to
how to drive a car. But they never let small-town life keep them from chasing their
biggest dreams—or from being true to who they really are. Sparkling with a perfect
combination of sisterhood and sass, Six of One is a richly textured Southern
canvas—Rita Mae Brown “at her winning, fondest best”(Kirkus Reviews).
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